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MEDICAL & LEGAL CONFERENCES
Continuing Professional Education
www.cpeconferences.com | conferences@educationcpe.com | +61 7 3254 3331

New York

USA Pacific Medical & Legal Conference
New York, USA
26 June—3 July 2016

This conference is part of the 2016 midyear series, including Lake Como, Dubrovnik and Stockholm.

So many of Australia’s institutions have been inspired by
the USA; what better place to explore this connection than
exploring the cultural and commercial heart of that country,
New York. A top-tier global city, New York is a world leader in
economics, politics, law and medicine. This is the place where
class actions, the onslaught of medical litigation and issues
like product liability began, then exploded.
Although it is hard to put a finger on what makes “The
Big Apple” buzz, it’s the city’s hyperactive rush that really
draws people there. New York is wonderful in summer and
surprisingly warm (considering it is famous for trench coats!)
– you can stroll through Central Park, take time to row on
the lake, hire a bike and ride across the Brooklyn Bridge, see
Broadway shows, visit the multitude of museums, galleries and
wonderful restaurants, or shop til you drop.
In your ‘down time’, CPE recommends checking out a comedy
show, walking in Central Park or Times Square, visiting ‘Little
Italy’ or Chinatown, even visiting a gospel church in Harlem.
Hallelujah, you’re in New York!
The academic program has always been the centrepiece
of our conferences, but an equally important element is the
networking activities we organise outside the professional
program. The interaction facilitated by CPE Conferences’ social
programs have established an increased camaraderie between

professionals of all backgrounds and specialties, a mutual
referring of clients and access to professional resources which
previously would have been either inaccessible or unknown.
Many retired professionals still attend CPE’s conferences due
to the continued exchange with like-minded individuals. In
order to take advantage of the networking prospects available
we encourage all delegates to share their professional details
and bring business cards to this conference.

PROPOSED NETWORKING EVENTS
In the past, summer networking events have included a sunset
dinner cruise, a night at the Met Opera Theatre, tour of the
9/11 Museum, group cycle across the Brooklyn Bridge, beforehours tour of MoMA, highlights tour of the Met Museum, a late
night jazz session and a New York Yankees baseball game.

CONFERENCE VENUES
Academic Sessions: NYIT (subject to change)
Accommodation: Le Parker Meridien Hotel
A hotel summary with available accommodation options and
rates is available from the conference team - book early to
avoid disappointment.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEES

ACADEMIC PROGRAM

$1,195
$995
$795

CPE Conferences’ success as a quality CPD provider is not
based on a formula. Instead we offer an exciting kaleidoscope
of internationally crafted academic and social programs
perfected over the last 23 years by a team of professionals,
for professionals.

Per conference, per delegate (AUD)

$795

Single conference registration
Multiple conferences/delegates registration
Emeritus registration
(delegates retired from all forms of practice)
Speaker registration
(approved speakers only)

If for any reason you wish to cancel your registration (even at
the last minute), we will refund your registration fee less a $100
administration charge or allocate your registration to a future
conference. Accompanying persons not requiring CPD points
or certificate of attendance are welcome to attend all academic
and networking events free of registration charge.

CPE TRAVEL www.cpetravel.com
CPE Conferences highly recommend utilising the services of
our preferred travel partner CPE Travel whom we work closely
with to ensure your travel requirements are met. CPE Travel
are proud members of helloworld, the most professional and
experienced network of travel agents in Australia. With CPE
Travel you can benefit from access to this valuable network
as well as earning and burning your AMEX points on both
conference and leisure travel requirements. Be sure to
enquire about exclusive 2 for 1 packages as well as pre & post
conference options. CPE Travel Professionals can be contacted
on 07 3135 9360 or email travel@educationcpe.com.

ACCREDITATION
CPE Conferences is an endorsed QI & CPD provider of
Continuing Medical Education (CME) for the Royal Australian
College of General Practitioners (RACGP). Our conferences
attract Category 2 points at a rate of two points per hour
of participation, although not every session attracts points.
Claimable Category 2 points are capped at 30 points per
conference by the college.

Expect a broad and comprehensive academic program
delivered by speakers that are innovative leaders in the fields
of law, medicine, business and technology. We invite both
Australian and international speakers to present papers that
are interesting, informative and useful for all practitioners.
CPE Conferences’ academic programs consistently comprise
of general medico-legal issues as well as topics that focus on a
more specific area of medicine. In the past we have had papers
on anaesthesia, gynaecology, anatomy, forensic pathology,
psychiatry, emergency medicine, endocrinology and more.
Our speakers share their insights with you in an informal
setting conducive to fostering an increase in both knowledge
and networking prospects as well as the enrichment of your
CPD experience. Our bespoke programs provide a dynamic,
relevant and rewarding experience that broadens the mind
through a cross-pollination of ideas, across a diverse range of
cultures and professions.
Unlike other conferences, our academic agenda remains
fluid until the commencement of the conference. This enables
us to capitalise on the educational opportunities presented
by both the location and the ever constant changes in global
current affairs and technology. You will receive the final
academic program at the welcome drinks event.
Depending on the length of the conference, academic
sessions are run a minimum of four hours over four afternoons
of the conference week.
For an indication of this conference’s academic program,
please request a previous academic agenda or visit our website
www.cpeconferences.com for past papers.

